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This War Of Mine

-Published by 11 Bit Studios in November of 2014
-Survival simulation game set in a fictional war resembling the Bosnian Civil War
-Critically and commercially well received, recouped investment within the first two days of release
This War Of Mine

-Partnered with War Child, a charity for children and young people affected by war.

“This War of Mine is not just a game. It allows people to act their part in a war drama based on day-to-day reality of civilians suffering during armed conflicts, including children. We want to draw attention to the uncomfortable, but important topics that are too often absent from the public discourse. Thanks to the cooperation with War Child, we will be able to reach even more people giving them something to think about, and raise money for a good cause.”

- Grzegorz Miechowski, CEO at 11 bit studios
The hunters must've been in a hurry. There's still a lot of stuff left.
Recently Released War Child DLC

All money made goes directly to War Child. Adds famous anti-war art pieces to the game.
Is The Game Effective?

Lets play and find out!